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9.1 Introduction

Chemical sensors often need to be specifically designed (or tailored) to operate in a given environment.

It is often the case that a chemical sensor that meets the needs of one application will not function

adequately in another application. The more demanding the environment and specialized the

requirement, the greater the need to adapt exiting sensor technologies to meet these requirements or, as

necessary, develop new sensor technologies. Aerospace (aeronautic and space) applications are

particularly challenging since often these applications have specifications which have not previously

been the emphasis of commercial suppliers. Further, the chemical sensing needs of aerospace

applications have changed over the years to reflect the changing emphasis of society.

Three chemical sensing applications of particular interest to the National Aeronautics and Space

Adminstration (NASA) which illustrate these trends are launch vehicle leak detection, emission

monitoring, and fire detection. Each of these applications reflects efforts ongoing throughout NASA.



As described in NASA's "Three Pillars for Success" [1], a document which outlines NASA's long term

response to achieve the nation's priorities in aerospace transportation, agency wide objectives include:

improving safety and decreasing the cost of space travel, significantly decreasing the amount of

emissions produced by aeronautic engines, and improving the safety of commercial airline travel. As

will be discussed below, chemical sensing in leak detection, emission monitoring, and fire detection will

help enable the agency to meet these objectives. Each application has vastly different problems

associated with the measurement of chemical species. Nonetheless, the development of a common base

technology can address the measurement needs of a number of applications.

9.1.1 Launch Vehicle Leak Detection

In launch vehicle safety applications, detection of low concentrations of hydrogen (H2), possibly at low

temperatures, is important for applications involved with, for example, operation of the Space Shuttle.

Hydrogen leaks can lead to explosive situations and, unless their locations can be rapidly identified, lead

to hazardous situations, delays in vehicle launches, and significant costs. In the summer of 1990, leaks

on the Space Shuttle while on the launch pad temporarily grounded the fleet until the leak source could

be identified. The method of leak detection used was a mass spectrometer connected to an array of

sampling tubes placed throughout the region of interest. Although able to detect hydrogen in a variety of

ambient environments, the mass spectrometer had a delay time associated with its detection of a leak

and pinpointing the exact location of the leak was problematic. This leak detection approach was unable

to adequately isolate the location of the hydrogen leaks leading to a delay in the Shuttle program.

In response to the hydrogen leak problems, NASA endeavored to improve propellant leak detection

capabilities during assembly, pre-launch operations, and flight. The objective has been an automated



detectionsystemusingpoint-contacthydrogensensors.However,nocommercialsensorsexistedthat

operated satisfactorily in this and other space related applications. The reason for this is the conditions

in which the hydrogen sensor must operate.

The hydrogen sensor must be able to detect hydrogen from low concentrations through the lower

explosive limit (LEL) which is 4% in air. The sensor must be able to survive exposure to 100%

hydrogen without damage or change in calibration. Further, the sensor may be exposed to gases

emerging from cryogenic sources. Thus, sensor temperature measurement and control is necessary.

Operation in inert environments is necessary since the sensor may have to operate in areas purged with

helium. Ability to operate in a vacuum is preferred. Being able to multiplex the signal from a number of

sensors so as to "visualize" the magnitude and location of the hydrogen leak is also desired. Each sensor

should have minimal size, weight, and power consumption to decrease vehicle weight and power

requirements. Commercially available sensors, which often needed oxygen to operate or depended upon

moisture (2), did not meet the needs of this application and thus the development of new types of

hydrogen sensors was necessary (3).

However, hydrogen is not the only fuel which may be used in launch vehicle applications. Other

potential fuels which may be considered include methane, ethanol, and hydrazine. Leak detection

sensors for these fuels will need to meet many of the same requirements as the hydrogen sensor:

sensitive detection of the fuel in possibly inert or cryogenic environments; sensor survival in high

concentrations of the fuel; and minimal size, weight, and power consumption. Methane, which is a

naturally occurring by-product of animal wastes, exists in small quantities already in the environment.

This increases the difficulty of its measurement in sorne applications. Further, the detection mechanism



which mayreadilyallow thedetectionof hydrogenmaynotwork for methane[4] or ethanol.

Hydrazineis knownto betoxic whichfurtheraddscomplicationsto the leakdetectionprocess:notonly

mustthegasbedetectedfor reasonsof explosionpreventionbut for healthsafetyreasonsaswell. Just

astheredid notexisthydrogensensortechnologythatmettheneedsof launchvehiclesafety

applicationsin 1990,therestill doesnotexistcomparablefuel leakdetectionsystemsfor launch

vehicleswhichusealternatefuels.

9.1.2 Aeronautic Engine Emission Monitoring

Development of a new class of sensors is also necessary for monitoring of emissions from aircraft

engines. Control of emissions from aircraft engines is an important component of the development of

the next generation of these engines. A NASA agency goal is to reduce emissions of future aircraft by a

factor of three within 10 years, and a factor of five within 20 years [1]. A reduction of engine emissions

can be achieved, in principle, if emissions of the engine are monitored and that information is used to

modify the combustion process of the engine. This active combustion control also depends on the

development of actuators to be able to control the combustion process as well as a control system to

interpret the sensor data and appropriately change the engine parameters. Ability to monitor the type and

quantity of emissions being generated by an engine is also important in determining the status of the

engine. For example, by monitoring the emission output of the engine and correlating changes in the

emissions produced with changes in engine performance, long term degradation of engine components

might be monitored.

Ideally, an array of sensors placed in the emission's stream of the engine could provide information on

the gases being emitted by the engine. However, there are very few sensors available commercially



which areableto measurethecomponentsof theengine'semissionsin-situ.Theharshconditionsand

high temperaturesinherentnearthereactionchamberof theenginerendermostsensorsinoperable.

A notableexceptionto this limitation in sensortechnologyis thecornmerciallyavailableoxygensensor

presentlyusedin automobileengines[5]. This sensor,which is basedon thepropertiesof zirconium

dioxide(ZrO2)uponreactionwith oxygen,hasbeeninstrumentalin decreasingautomotiveengine

emissions.However,comparablesensorsfor othercomponentsof thegasstreamdonotexist: sensitive

monitoringof emissionsof nitrogenoxides,hydrogen,andhydrocarbonsis notpresentlypossiblein-situ

with point-contactsensorsplacedneartheengine.EventhetraditionalZrO2basedsensorhassensitivity

limits aswell assize,weight,andpowerconsumptionrequirementswhichpreventits usein some

applications.

The environment in which a sensor must operate in emission monitoring applications varies drastically

from the environment of launch vehicle applications. The sensor must operate at high temperatures with

exposure to low concentrations of the gases to be measured. Although the measurement of nitrogen

oxides (NOx) is important in these applications, the measurement of other gases present in the emission

stream such as H2, hydrocarbons (CxHy), carbon monoxide (CO), carbon dioxide (CO2), and oxygen

(02) is also of interest. The measurement range depends on the gas and the engine but generally the

detection of NOx, H2, and CxHy, may be necessary at sensitivities of less than 200 ppm with

corresponding measurements of O2 from less than 1% to near 20%. The sensors should be small so as

not to interfere with the flow of gases in the engine or become significant projectiles if dislodged from

their measuring site and emitted into the engine. The sensor should have stable or at least predictable

performance for extended periods of time. Given the limited number of appropriate sensors for this

application, as well as the potential for a chemical sensor to be sensitive to several of the gases



simultaneously,developmentof newsensortechnologyisalsonecessaryfor this application.

9.1.3Aircraft Fire SafetyMonitoring

Oneof themostimportantfactorsin thevitality of commercialair traveltodayis theperceptionon the

partof thepublic thatair travelis safe. In the coming years, the number of commercial flights is

expected to increase dramatically. However, if the number of commercial flights increases while the

number accidents per flight (accident rate) remains the same, the overall number of accidents will

increase. This may affect the public's perception of the safety of air travel. Thus, it is important to

decrease the accident rate from a variety of sources. The agency goal is to reduce the overall aircraft

accident rate by a factor of five within 10 years and by a factor of 10 within 20 years [1].

One source of accidents are those due to on-board fires. Although extensive and dependable fire

detection equipment presently exists within the cabin, detection of fire within the cargo hold has been

less reliable [6]. In aircraft where cargo hold fire detection is required, the fire detection equipment

presently used in many commercial aircraft relies on the detection of smoke. These smoke detectors are

either optically based or depend on ionization of the particles. Although highly developed, these

sensors are subject to false alarms with estimated false alarm rates varying from 10:1 to 500:1. This

issue is complicated by the fact that some cargo areas are inaccessible to the flight crew during flight.

The presence of false alarms decreases the confidence of pilots in these systems and may potentially

cause accidents as pilots react to reported fires that may not exist. These false alarms may be caused by

a number of sources including: changes in humidity, condensation on the fire detector surface, and

contamination from animals, plants, or other contents of the cargo bay.



A second,independentmethodof fire detectionto complementthesmokedetectiontechniques,suchas

themeasurementof chemicalspeciesindicativeof afire, will helpreducefalsealarmsandimprove

aircraftsafety.Althoughmanychemicalspeciesareindicativeof afire, twospeciesof interestareCO

andCO2[7]. Somerequirementsfor thesechemicalsensorsdiffer from thoseof leakdetectionand

emissionmonitoring.Thesensormustwithstandtemperaturesrangingfrom -30°Cto 50°C, pressures

from 18.6 kPa to 104 kPa, and relative humidities from 0 to 95%. Different types of fires produce

different chemical signatures [7]; the sensor must be able to detect the presence of a real fire and not be

affected by the presence of gases common to the cargo hold or produced by contents of the cargo hold.

The response must be quick, reliable, and able to provide relevant information to the pilot. All three

applications discussed in this section share the common requirement that the sensor have minimal size,

weight, and power consumption.

9.2 Emerging Sensor Technologies

In order to meet the chemical sensor needs of aerospace applications described in section 9. I, the

development of a new generation of sensor technologies is necessary. Active development of chemical

sensor technology to meet these needs is taking place at NASA Lewis Research Center (NASA LeRC)

and Case Western Reserve University (CWRU) based on progress in two types of technology: 1)

Micromachining and microfabrication technology to fabricate miniaturized sensors; and 2)

Development of silicon carbide (SIC) to provide electrical components and sensors operable at high

temperatures. This section will give a brief overview of these technologies while Section 9.3 discusses

chemical sensor technology development and application.

9.2.1 Microfabrication and Micromachining Technology



Micorfabricationandmicromachiningtechnology(orMicroElectroMechanicalSystems,MEMS,based

technology)isderivedfrom advancementsin thesemiconductorindustry.An excellentreviewof

microfabricationtechnologyisgivenbyMadouin reference8. Of particularutility inchemicalsensor

developmentarethemicrofabricationtechniquesof lithographicreduction,thin film metallization,

photoresistpatterning,andchemicaletching.Theseprocessesallow thefabricationof verysmallsensor

structures.Theability to batchfabricatethesesensorsusingsemiconductorprocessingtechniques

significantlydecreasesthefabricationcostspersensor.However,theseprocessesproducemainly two-

dimensionalplanarstructures,which havelimited application.By combiningtheseprocesseswith

micromachiningtechnology,three-dimensionalstructurescanbeformedwhichhavea widerrangeof

applicationto chemicalsensingtechnology.

Micromachiningtechnologyis generallydefinedasthemeansto producethree-dimensionalstructures

usingbothbulk andsurfacemicromachiningtechniques.Thetechniquesusedin micromachining

fabricationincludechemicalanisotropicetchingandthesacrificiallayermethod.Chemicalanisotropic

etchingis anetchingprocedurethatdependson thecrystallineorientationof thesubstrate.Theetching

ratedependson thecrystalplaneof thesubstrateallowingetchingto takeplacein achosendirection.

This techniquemaybeusedto selectivelyetchasiliconsubstrateproducinga suspendeddiaphragm

structure.This diaphragmstructureunderneaththesensingelement,combinedwith aheaterand

temperaturedetector,isusefulasasensorplatformwhentemperaturecontrolis necessary.A diaphragm

structureetchedbeneaththesensingelement,heater,andtemperaturedetectorresultsin asmallthermal

massandminimizesheatlossandenergyconsumption.Thesacrificiallayermethodemploysa

depositedunderlayerthatcanbechemicallyremoved.Thesacrificiallayermethodhasbeenusedto

createcantilevertypestructuresfor physicalsensorandactuatorapplications.In chemicalsensing



applications,this techniquecanbeusedto makeachamberstructuresurroundingthesensorand

protectingtheintegrityof thesensingelement.

Theseprocessesallow thefabricationof sensorswhich haveminimal size,weightandpower

consumption,canbe tailoredfor agivenapplication,andcanbemassproduced.This sensorprocessing

is doneusingSi eitherasasubstrateonwhich astructureisbuilt or asasemiconductorthat ispartof an

electricalcircuit. If Si is usedasasubstrate,thetemperaturerangeof thesensorcanbe ratherbroad:

from cryogenictemperaturesto above600°C.However,if Si is to beusedaspartof theelectrical

circuit, thetemperaturerangeis limitedto well below300°C.Thus,high temperatureelectronicsmust

bedevelopedif semiconductorbasedsensorssuchasdiodesor capacitorsareto beusedattemperatures

significantlyabove300°C.Themostadvancedhightemperatureelectronicmaterialis SiC.An overview

of SiC-basedhightemperatureelectronicsisgivenin thenextsection.

9.2.2 SiC-Based High Temperature Electronics

Silicon carbide based semiconductor electronic devices are presently being developed for use in

conditions under which conventional semiconductors cannot adequately perform. Due to its wide band

gap and low intrinsic carrier concentration, SiC operates as a semiconductor at temperatures

significantly higher than that possible with silicon (Si) semiconductor technology. SiC is now available

commercially and processing difficulties associated with its production are being addressed. [9]

Silicon carbide occurs in many different crystal structures (called polytypes) with each crystal structure

having its own unique properties. In many device applications, SiC's exceptionally high breakdown field

(> 5 times that of Si), wide band gap energy (> 2 times that of Si), and high thermal conductivity (> 3



times that of Si) could lead to substantialperformancegains [9]. Combinedwith other material

properties,suchas its superiormechanicaltoughness,SiC is anexcellentmaterial for use in a wide

rangeof harshenvironments.

Silicon carbide's ability to function in extreme conditions is expected to enable significant

improvementsto a wide rangeof applicationsand systems.Theseinclude 1) greatly improvedhigh-

voltageswitching for energysavingsin publicelectricpowerdistribution2) morepowerfulmicrowave

electronicsfor radarandcommunications,3) electronics,sensors,andcontrolsfor cleaner-burningmore

fuel-efficient jet aircraft and automobileengines[9]. One potentialmajor applicationof SiC as a

semiconductoris in agassensingstructure.How this is mightbeaccomplishedis discussedin Section

9.3.2.

9.3 Chemical Sensor Development and Applications

In order to meet the needs of aerospace applications, a new generation of chemical sensor technology

needs to be developed. The sensor design and sensing approach depends strongly on the application but

each application has common factors: 1) Optimally, the detection of gas should take place in-situ. Thus,

the sensor must operate in the environment of the application; and 2) The sensor must have minimal

size, weight and power consumption. Ideally, it should be readily multiplexed to allow a number of

sensors to be place in a given region and the results of the measurement fed back to monitoring

hardware or software.

This section will discuss the work at NASA LeRC and CWRU using microfabrication technology and

SiC semiconductor technology to develop H2, CxHy, NOx, CO, 02, and CO2 sensors. Three different

10



sensorplatformsareused:a Schottkydiode,aresistor,andanelectrochemicalcell.A brief description

is givenof eachsensortypeandits presentstageof development.TheSi-basedhydrogensensoris at a

relativelymaturestageof developmentwhile thestateof developmentof theothersensorsrangesfrom

theproofof conceptlevel to prototypestage.

9.3.1 Si-BasedHydrogen SensorTechnology

In orderto meettheneedsof launchvehicleleakdetectionapplicationsto detecthydrogen,NASA

LeRCandCWRU havedevelopedpalladium(Pd)alloySchottkydiodesonSi substrates.A Schottky

diodeis composedof ametalin contactwith asemiconductor(MS) or ametalin contactwith avery

thin insulatoron asemiconductor(MIS).Forhydrogendetection,themetalis hydrogensensitive.The

mostcommonSchottkydiodestructureusedfor hydrogendetectionis thePd-SiO2-Sistructure.

Hydrogendisassociateson thePdsurfaceanddiffusesto thePd-SiO2interfaceaffectingtheelectronic

propertiesof thediode [11]. PalladiumalloysaremoreresilientthanpurePdto damagecausedby high

concentrationsof hydrogen[12]. Althoughthesensorsignalis affectedby thepresenceof oxygen,the

sensordoesnot needoxygento operate.

TheNASA Lewis/CWRUdesignusesaPdCralloydueits ability to withstandexposureto 100%

hydrogen[13]. Thesensorstructureis showninFigure 1andincludesaPdCrSchottkydiode,aPdCr

resistor,a temperaturedetector,andaheaterall incorporatedin thesamechip.Thesensordimensions

areapproximately2.2mm ona side.Thecombinationof theSchottkydiodeandresistorresultsin a

sensorwith a broaddetectionrange:theSchottkydiodeprovidessensitivedetectionof low

concentrationsof hydrogenwhile theresistorprovidessensitivityup to 100%hydrogen.

II



The PdCr sensor is presently under development for use on the NASA experimental vehicle, the X-33,

in its hydrogen leak detection system. Hardware and software have also been included with the sensor to

provide signal conditioning and control of the sensor [ 14]. An example of operation of the complete

system with signal conditioning and temperature control is shown in Figure 2. The temperature is held

constant at 70°C while the sensor package is exposed to hydrogen concentrations from 1000 ppm to

10%. The output is signal conditioned and presented in rnillivolts. The diode signal shows the highest

sensitivity and quickest recovery times at lower concentrations while the resistor provides high

sensitivity at higher hydrogen concentrations. This complete system is also scheduled for a

demonstration flight on the Shuttle for the fall of 1998.

9.3.2 SiC-based Hydrogen and Hydrocarbon Detection

In order to meet the needs of leak detection and emission monitoring applications, hydrogen and

hydrocarbon sensors are being developed using SiC semiconductors. Like the Si-based system

discussed in Section 9.3.1, the SiC-based Schottky diode does not need oxygen to operate. In contrast

to the Si-based system, the SiC-based diodes can operate at high enough temperatures to allow the

detection of hydrocarbons. Further, SiC can operate at high enough temperatures as a semiconductor to

be used without cooling in the engine environment in some emission monitoring applications. The

development of high temperature SiC-based gas sensors for use in harsh environments has focussed on

the development of a stable Schottky diode. The advantage of a Schottky diode sensing structure in gas

sensing applications is its high sensitivity. This is especially useful in emission measuring applications

where the concentrations to be measured are low.
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Thedetectionmechanismfor hydrogen, as discussed in the previous section, involves the dissociation

of hydrogen on the surface of a catalytic metal. The atomic hydrogen migrates to the interface of the

metal and the insulator, or the metal and the semiconductor, forming a dipole layer. Given a fixed

forward bias voltage, this dipole layer affects the barrier height of the diode resulting in an exponential

change of current flow with the change in barrier height. The magnitude of this effect can be correlated

with the amount of hydrogen and other gas species (especially oxygen) present in the surrounding

ambient. The detection of gases such as hydrocarbons is made possible if the sensor is operated at a

temperature high enough to dissociate hydrocarbons and produce atomic hydrogen. The resulting atomic

hydrogen affects the sensor output in the same way as molecular hydrogen [4, 15-16]

Several SiC-based Schottky diode structures have been investigated. Two MS structures investigated

are Pd on SiC (Pd/SiC) and PdCr on SiC (PdCIqSiC). Very sensitive detection on the order of 100 ppm

of hydrogen and hydrocarbons in both inert and oxygen containing environments has been

demonstrated. Although the Pd/SiC sensor response is affected by prolonged high temperature heating,

the PdCr/SiC structure has been shown to be much more stable with comparable sensitivity [4, 17].

A third structure involves the incorporation of chemically reactive "insulators" into the SiC-based

Schottky diode structure. A wide variety of materials, e.g. metal oxides such as SnO2, are sensitive to

CxHy and NOx at high temperatures. These materials could be incorporated as a sensitive component

into MIS structures and, unlike silicon devices, SiC-based devices can be operated at high enough

temperatures for these materials to be reactive to gases such as CxHy and NOx. This structure has been

dernonstrated using tin oxide (SnO2) to have improved stability and significantly different responses

than the Pd/SiC structure [ 17].

13



Otherresearchincludesthedevelopmentof completehightemperaturepackagingfor theSiC-based

sensorpackagingto allow operationin temperaturesgreaterthan300°C.Theobjectiveis to packagethe

sensor, with connections to the outside world, for operation in engine environments. A prototype sensor

package is shown in Figure 3. Thus, issues such as stable electrical contacts to SiC and the integrity of

electrical insulation at high temperatures are of importance. Further, micromachining SiC is under

investigation to allow formation of, for example, diaphragm structures which decreases the sensor's

thermal mass and power consumption in the same manner as is done with Si structures.

9.3.3 Nanocrystalline Thin-Film Detection of NOx and CO

The detection of NOx and CO is important for both emission monitoring and fire detection.

NASA/CWRU have been developing a microfabricated and micromachined Si-based structure which

uses a thin film resistor to measure NO,` and CO. In this approach, Si is used as a platform on which the

structure necessary for the sensor is fabricated. This sensor structure, shown in Figure 4, includes a

sensing element, temperature detector, and heater. The microfabrication process allows the sensor to be

small in size with low heat loss and minimal energy consumption. Energy consumption is further

reduced by etching out the backside of the Si wafer so that the sensor elements are over a diaphragm

region. This minimizes the thermal mass of the sensing area thereby decreasing power consumption.

The temperature detector and heater are doped into the Si substrate for operation over a wide tem-

perature range. The sensing element is composed of interdigitated electrode elements across which is

deposited SnO2. Changes in conductivity of the SnO2 across the interdigitated electrodes is measured

and correlated to the NO,, and CO concentration.
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A major component of this development work is to stabilize the SnO2 for long-term, high temperature

operation. Drift in the properties of SnO2 with long term heating due to grain boundary annealing have

been previously noted [18-19]. This drift results in changes in the sensor output with time and reduces

sensor sensitivity. In order to stabilize the SnO2 structure for long term operation, the fabrication of

nanocrystalline SnO2 is being investigated. The SnO2 grains size shown in Figure 5 is approximately 10

nanometers. Nanocrystalline materials have several inherent advantages over conventionally fabricated

materials including increased stability and sensitivity at high temperature [20-21]. Several prototypes of

these devices have been fabricated and evaluated. The detection of NO2 has been demonstrated down to

the 5 ppm level at 360°C with the highest level of sensitivity in the lower ppm with a very stable

response [22]. Similar results are seen with the detection of CO. Doping the SnO2 is envisioned in order

to improve the selectivity of the sensor to a specific gas.

9.3.4 Electrochemical Cell Oxygen Detection

The development of a microfabricated 02 sensor has been initiated for aerospace safety applications

but, as demonstrated in the automotive emissions control example, significant applications exist in the

area of emission control. Commercially available 02 sensors are typically electrochemical cells using

ZrO2 as a solid electrolyte and platinum (Pt) as the anode and cathode. The anode is exposed to a

reference gas (usually air) while the cathode is exposed to the gas to be detected. Zirconium dioxide

becomes an ionic conductor of O: at temperatures of 600°C and above. This property of ZrO2 to

ionically conduct 02 means that the electrochemical potential of the cell can be used to measure the

ambient oxygen concentration at high temperatures. However, operation of these commercially

available sensors in this potentiometric mode limits the range of oxygen detection. Further, the current

manufacturing procedure of this sensor, using sintered ZrO2, is relatively costly and results in a

15



complete sensor package with power consumption on the order of several watts.

The objective of this research is to develop a ZrQ solid electrolyte 02 sensor using microfabrication and

micromachining techniques. As noted above, the presence of O2 often affects the response of H_., CxHy,

and NOx sensors. An accurate measurement of the 02 concentration will help quantify the response of

other sensors in environments where the 02 concentration is varying. Thus, the combination of an Oz

sensor with other microfabricated gas sensors is envisioned to optimize the ability to monitor emissions.

A schematic of the oxygen sensor design is shown in Figure 6. As discussed in the NO,, detection

section above, microfabricating the sensor components onto a micromachined diaphragm region allows

the sensor to have decreased energy consumption. When operated in the amperometric mode, the

current of this cell is a linear function of the ambient O2 concentration. This linear response to oxygen

concentration significantly increases the O2 detection range of the sensor. A chamber structure with a

well-defined orifice is micromachined to cover the sensing area. This orifice provides a pathway to

control oxygen diffusion which is important in amperometric measurements. This orifice also protects

the integrity of the sensing electrode from impinging particles. Preliminary testing of the complete Oz

sensor has been accomplished and further improvements on the design are planned.

9.3.5 NASICON-Based CO2 Detection

A combined CO2/CO sensor is of interest not only for fire safety applications but for aeronautic

combustion monitoring applications as well. The detection of CO: is, like the detection of oxygen,

based on the use of a solid electrolyte. However, the CO2 sensor will use NASICON (sodium super

ionic conductor) as the solid electrolyte. NASICON is an ionic conductor composed of Na3Zr-,Si2PO_2

16



whichhaspreviouslybeenshownto besensitivefor CO 2 detection. The preparation of NASICON will

be performed using a sol-gel technique. The sensor structure will be similar to that of Figure 6: a

microfabricated, miniaturized sensor structure which can be incorporated with other sensors such as the

CO sensor.

9.4 High Temperature Electronic Nose Concept

Successful development of the individual high temperature sensors discussed above will allow the

formation of a sensor array which will allow detection of a number of gases on a single chip. For

example, the formation of an array of the sensors discussed in this paper will detect H2, CxHy, NO,,, CO,

02, and CO2. Development of a such a microfabricated gas sensor array operable at high temperatures

and high flow rates would be a dramatic step in allowing the monitoring/control of emissions produced

by an aeronautic engine. This gas sensor array would, in effect, be a high temperature electronic nose

and be able to detect a variety of gases of interest. Several of these arrays could be placed around the

exit of the engine exhaust to monitor the emissions produced by the engine. The signals produced by

this nose could be analyzed to determine the constituents of the emission stream and this information

then used to control those emissions. Microfabrication of these sensors is necessary: a conventional

bulky system would add weight to the aircraft and impede the flow of gases leaving the engine exhaust.

The concept of an electronic nose has been in existence for a number of years. Commercial electronic

noses presently exist [23] and there are a number of efforts to develop other electronic noses. However,

electronic noses often depend significantly on the use of polymers and other lower temperature

materials to detect the gases of interest. These polymers are generally unstable above 400°C and thus
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would not be appropriate for use in harsh engine environments. Thus, a separate development is

necessary for a high temperature electronic nose.

9.5 Commercial Applications

The gas sensors being developed at NASA LeRC and CWRU are meant for aerospace applications but

can be used in a variety of commercial applications as well. For example, an early design of the Pd-alloy

hydrogen sensors, using PdAg, were adapted from space applications for use on an automotive

application. GenCorp Aerojet Corporation, in conjunction with NASA Marshall Space Flight Center,

has developed hardware and software to monitor and control the NASA LeRC/CWRU sensors so the

sensors can be used to monitor and display the condition of the tank of a natural gas vehicle. Several of

these systems have been purchased for use on the Ford Motor Company assembly line to test for leaks

in the valves and fittings of natural gas vehicles. This complete system received a 1995 R&D 100

Award as one of the 100 most significant inventions of that year.

Likewise, the high temperature hydrocarbon, NOx and oxygen sensors are being developed for

aeronautic applications but can also be applied in commercial applications. For example, the conditions

in an aeronautic engine are similar to those of an automotive engine. Thus, sensors that work in

aeronautic engine applications may be operable in automotive engine applications. Other possible

applications include combustion process monitoring, catalytic reactor monitoring, alarms for high-

temperature pressure vessels and piping, chemical plant processing, polymer production, and volatile

organics detection.

9.6 Summary
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The needs of aerospace applications require the development of sensors with capabilities beyond those

of commercial sensors. These requirements include operation in harsh environments, high sensitivity,

and minimal size weight and power consumption. Sensor technology is being developed to address

these requirements using microfabrication and micromachining technology as well as SiC

semiconductor technology. The cornbination of these technologies allows for the fabrication of a wide

variety of sensor designs with behavior and properties that can be tailored to the given application. The

combination of these technologies may allow the development of a high temperature electronic nose to

provide complex chemical analysis in harsh environments. Sensors designed for aerospace applications

also have significant commercial applications. Although each application is different and the sensor

needs to be tailored for that environment, the base technology being developed for aerospace

applications can have significant impact on a range of fields.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the Schottky Diode Hydrogen Sensor. The Pd alloy

Schottky diode resides symmetrically on either side of a heater and temperature detector.

The resistor has been added to the PdCr based sensor design for high hydrogen

concentration measurements.
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Figure 2. Typical sensor response and recovery to step changes in hydrogen concentration

for a temperature controlled PdCr Schottky diode and resistor. The diode and resistor

response is shown to hydrogen in nitrogen from 100 ppm to 10%. Also shown is the

accompanying temperature plot during this exposure. Courtesy of Makel Engineering
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Figure 3. Prototype SiC-based Gas Sensor
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Figure 4. The structure of a tin-oxide NO, sensor including temperature detector, heater,

and sensing element. The electrode material is Pt and the sensor dimensions are ap-

proximately 300 microns on a side with a height of 250 microns.



Figure5. NanocrystallineSnO2afterannealingat 600°Cfor 30minutes.
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Figure 6. The structure of a rnicrofabricated amperometric oxygen sensor. The

dimensions of this sensor are comparable to that of the NO,, sensor shown in Figure 4.


